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SUBJECTS: 2018 Budget Update

Q1 Budget Report
Attached is the Q2 FY18 Budget Report for the period ending December 31, 2017.
Salary Lines
All salaries lines are tracking according to plan. The surplus shown in the 2000 Series
Instructional Salaries should be reduced once any teacher mid-year lane changes are
approved. Currently, there are 13 staff members whom have announced their eligibility
for a March lane change.
Expense Lines
See below for line item comments
1000 Series – The bulk of the funds showing as available can be attributed to
unencumbered funds for legal services ($31,000) and technology licenses ($53,000) the
remaining balance is comprised of mostly unencumbered pending contracted services.
2000 Series – This account should have a slightly higher expended/encumbered
percentage. The district is working to expend unencumbered funds for instructional
equipment and materials, instructional technology, and professional development. By the
end of the 3rd quarter we would expect to see 80% of these funds encumbered or
expended
3000 Series – The bulk of the unencumber funds are for spring winter and spring athletic
programs as well as for unencumber transportation costs. The available balance in this
fund will decrease slowly through the rest of the year.
4000 Series – The majority of the funds available are for maintenance of facilities and
maintenance of equipment. Typically these line see more activity during the second half

of the school year. With the building project now approved efforts will be taken to only
repair items not associated with the building project.
5000 Series – Available budget is being held in reserve to cover the PEC liability
7000 Series – Budget fully expended as planned. Funds were used to finance the design
phase of the renovation project

Request to Transfer Funds
No request to transfer funds is necessary at this time
Second Quarter Activity Over Time
The last page of this report show a comparison of this year’s financial status compared to
the 2nd quarter of 2017 and 2016.
Salary accounts comparison from year-to-year vary with the number of payrolls in each
quarter. FY 18 is comparable to each of the 2 prior years.
The district has shown improvement in encumbering and expending funds as of the 2nd
quarter. In 2018 the district has expended or encumbered 90% of its budgeted funds.
Work still needs to be done to encourage more expidited purchases of educational
materials.

